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INTEGRITY,  SERVICE,  EXCELLENCE      PERSON,  PROCESS,  OUTCOMES 


WRITING GUIDE FOR USING AIRMAN
LEADERSHIP QUALITIES
SUMMARY: The Air Force is implementing a new performance evaluation system. This guide explains
the why behind the change, what the new evaluation system entails and suggestions for how to write
narrative-style Performance Statements.


It starts with a straightforward PHILOSOPHY: The success of the Air Force resides in its people. To
safeguard the Air Force’s future, our performance evaluations must develop Airmen by providing
assessment of performance and potential to inform promotion decisions. Therefore, we must set clear
expectations about what we value, measure how Airmen’s outcomes and behaviors embody those
values and, incentivize Airmen to continue their development through meaningful feedback. 


It encompasses what we VALUE: Our new system uses narrative-style Performance Statements
combined with a new competency-based framework. Performance feedback and evaluations are
measured upon 10 desired Airman Leadership Qualities (ALQs). These ALQs represent the
performance characteristics we want to define, develop, incentivize, and measure in our Airmen with
increasing the clarity and effectiveness of feedback. The ALQs fall under the four Major Performance
Areas (MPA) listed in AFI 1-2, Air Force Culture: Commander’s Responsibilities. Taken together, this
system develops the mission-focused Airmen we need, while reinforcing the development of useful
traits and behaviors our Air Force values by emphasizing Airmen’s character and competence, along
with successful outcomes and behaviors; it is universally designed for all ranks and AFSCs.


It requires a shift in CULTURE: Our previous evaluation system drifted away from offering
meaningful feedback. The “Air Force bullet” became difficult to understand, plagued by confusing
acronyms and abbreviations; it focused too narrowly on Airmen’s achieved outcomes while ignoring
the ways and means in which they accomplished them. Evaluating both Airmen’s behaviors or actions
and outcomes or results provides a more accurate, holistic performance assessment system.
Nonetheless, the new system’s success will fall to each Airman honestly and diligently enacting it to
create the Air Force we want and need.


INTEGRITY FIRST   SERVICE BEFORE SELF   EXCELLENCE IN ALL WE DO
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MAJOR PERFORMANCE AREAS
WHAT AIRMEN DO & HOW WELL THEY DO IT


MEASURED AIRMEN QUALITIES
FOCUS ON CHARACTER & COMPETENCE
REINFORCE/INCENTIVIZE THE RIGHT QUALITIES
THROUGH WHAT WE MEASURE
QUALITIES SUPPORTED BY FOUNDATIONAL
COMPETENCIES TO BE FURTHER DEVELOPED
THROUGH EDUCATION, TRAINING & EXPERIENCE


FOUNDATION


OPERATIONALIZING 'WHAT WE VALUE'
IN PERFORMANCE
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REMEMBER THAT


COMPETENCY-BASED ASSESSMENT: 
THE AIRMAN LEADERSHIP QUALITIES


DEFINED AS: any tool that is used to measure
the observable behaviors that successful
performers demonstrate while working on any
given job. These behaviors are the result of
various abilities, knowledge, motivations,
traits, and skills that an Airman may possess.


DESIRED BECAUSE: it allows us to more
deliberately develop our Airmen by offering
feedback on both their achievements and
behaviors. Results are important to document,
but discussing only Airmen’s accomplishments
ignores their behavioral skills and growth.
Future success is just as dependent upon the
skills and behaviors Airmen have and are
working toward as their past outcomes
achieved.


Familiarize themselves with the ALQs and
how they relate to their ratees ahead of
time.
Co-create a personalized development
plan with subordinates prior to evaluation.
Document Airmen’s skills, behaviors, and
actions throughout the rating period.


 RATERS SHOULD: 


EXECUTING THE MISSION:  


WORKS BY: deliberately using the ALQs to
provide feedback. 


LOOKS LIKE: raters measuring Airmen’s
performance using a whole person concept
relative to the ratee’s specific rank, AFSC, level
of responsibility, and assigned duties
throughout the entire rating period. 


Competencies are what you know and can do;
Performance is what you do and how well
you do it; Evaluations demonstrate
performance in alignment with Air Force
values.


LEADING PEOPLE:


COMMUNICATION: Articulates information in a clear
and timely manner, both verbally and non-verbally,
through active listening and messaging tailored to the
appropriate audience.


MANAGING RESOURCES:


ACCOUNTABILITY: Takes responsibility for the actions
and behaviors of self and/or team; demonstrates
reliability and transparency.


IMPROVING THE UNIT:


INNOVATION: Thinks creatively about different ways
to solve problems, implements improvements and
demonstrates calculated risk-taking.


JOB PROFICIENCY: Demonstrates knowledge and
professional skill in assigned duties, achieving positive
results and impact in support of the mission.


INITIATIVE: Assesses and takes independent or
directed action to complete a task or mission that
influences the mission or organization.


ADAPTABILITY: Adjusts to changing conditions, to
include plans, information, processes, requirements
and obstacles in accomplishing the mission.


INCLUSION & TEAMWORK: Collaborates effectively
with others to achieve an inclusive climate in pursuit
of a common goal or to complete a task or mission.
EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE: Exercises self-
awareness, manages their own emotions effectively;
demonstrates an understanding of others’ emotions,
and appropriately manages relationships.


STEWARDSHIP: Demonstrates responsible management
of assigned resources, which may include time,
equipment, people, funds and/or facilities.


DECISION MAKING: Makes well-informed, effective and
timely decisions under one’s control that weigh
constraints, risks, and benefits.


Demonstrates critical thinking
and fosters innovation to find creative solutions and improve
mission execution.


Manages assigned
resources effectively and takes responsibility for actions,
behaviors to maximize organizational performance.


Fosters cohesive teams, effectively
communicates, and uses emotional intelligence to take care
of people and accomplish the mission.


Effectively uses knowledge
initiative, and adaptability to produce timely, high quality,
quantity results to positively impact the mission.







PROFICIENCY LEVELS


DEVELOPING PROFICIENT HIGHLY 
PROFICIENT


EXCEPTIONALLY
SKILLED


Member understands
the quality and how


that quality is
illustrated in


behavior but requires
prompting to
consistently


demonstrate.


Member understands
the quality and
demonstrates it


consistently, illustrated
through the Airman's
behavior, forming a


part of their character.


Member understands
the quality and


consistently illustrates it
in their


behavior while
influencing other
members in the


organization to further
develop the same


quality.


Member consistently
illustrates this quality in


their behavior and
proactively influences
others' growth in this


quality at an
organizational


scale.


COMMUNICATING COMPETENCIES: 
USING NARRATIVE-STYLE PERFORMANCE STATEMENTS


The SHIFT to Performance Statements: 
To best communicate Airmen’s performance, the Air Force has replaced bullets with Performance
Statements. Performance Statements use narrative-style writing and plain language to describe
Airmen’s performance in each of the four Major Performance Areas without the need of extensive
technical or contextual knowledge. Performance Statements should function as standalone
sentences and include two elements: 1) the behavior or action taken by an Airman; and 2) the impact,
results, or outcome of that behavior/action. If using acronyms and abbreviations, only utilize the
approved Air Force Acronym and Abbreviation List, unless noted by an approved category.


Adopting a QUALITY over QUANTITY Mentality: 
Raters are encouraged to refer to the 10 ALQs when writing Performance Statements, but should not
attempt to include them all. Instead, raters should select noteworthy anecdotes that are representative
of the Airman’s behaviors and achievements in the context of their position and rank. This new writing
style helps shift our performance evaluation culture from the impractical attempt to synthesize an
Airman’s entire performance on one page to using representative examples that best capture the
essence of an Airman’s behaviors and results, whether successful or not. A coherent performance
statement should identify a specific competency and describe how well it was performed in line with a
given MPA/ALQ.


NEEDS
IMPROVEMENT


Member needs further
growth to enhance


understanding and/or
performance.







CONSIDER: Narratives generally contain a scene (context), a person, an action, and a tool/instrument (the
means) used to achieve that action. Any combination of these elements can craft a noteworthy narrative. 


Performance Statements are written into the Major Performance Area (MPA) blocks with a 350-
character limit. While not an exact science, you may consider writing two Performance Statements
in a single MPA, generally aiming for each Performance Statement to be around 150-175 characters
in length.


CONSIDER: Thinking about: 
1. the scope, or range of impact, a particular behavior/skill has; and
2. the quality, or depth/meaningfulness, of its impact.


CONSIDER: Compelling narratives resonate with their intended audience. They should be believable and relate
to the community’s prior experiences, expectations, and cultural norms. 


CONSIDER: Whether an outside reader can make sense of the who, what, when, where, and why of the
statement. 


CONSIDER: Describing Airmen’s successes and developmental needs or shortcomings. An Airman may exhibit
proficiency in taking initiative and fostering innovation worthy of acknowledgement, even if their actions fall
short of producing tangible results. Others may need additional support suggesting where they almost reached
proficiency in an area of importance to their position and how to go about doing so. 


AVOID: Overly clichéd superlatives, over-the-top praise, or overly common descriptors, which reduces
credibility and distracts from the specific story being conveyed.  


AVOID: Overly general or vague statements. Instead, link your feedback to the 10 ALQs and identify
opportunities for future development.


For high performers: focus on how they can be a future leader by discussing their desired development 
and the unique behaviors they possess, promising sustained, future success.
For good performers: focus on contributions, areas of improvement, and potential for future growth; 
identify expected challenges and focus on steps they should take in the short term to achieve success. 
For average or below-level performers: discuss your performance concerns, and articulate why they need 
to improve; provide actionable steps for them to deliver better performance in the future.
NOTE: Comments derogatory in nature or imply behavior incompatible with or not meeting DAF standards will be 
considered referral per DAFI36-2406.


STANDALONE: 
Each Performance Statement will be a standalone
sentence and include 1. action and 2. at least one
of the following: impact or results/outcome. 


WRITING PERFORMANCE STATEMENTS
Performance Statements are the AF narrative-style of writing to communicate performance. They are efficient, 
increase clarity, and improve the ability to understand performance correctly and equitably. Guidance for 
writing Performance Statements is deliberately not overly prescriptive to enable flexibility and freedom 
when capturing performance. 


TWO BASIC PRINCIPLES:
READABILITY: 
Performance Statements are plain language
and avoid using uncommon acronyms and
abbreviations. 







DEVELOPING


PROFICIENT


HIGHLY 
PROFICIENT


EXCEPTIONALLY 
SKILLED


SAMPLE PERFORMANCE STATEMENTS AT ALL LEVELS


MPA BEING EVALUATED: EXECUTING THE MISSION
ALQ BEING HIGHLIGHTED: ADAPTABILITY


Generally accepts new information and changing conditions


Leverages changes as an opportunity to better meet mission
objectives; inspires others to be more adaptable and equips
them to handle changes independently


Performance Statement: When MSgt Bailey learned a Primary Care Team member tested COVID positive,
she notified her Flight Commander, and, with direction from her leadership, her team was able to
determine a plan to resolve the issue.


Adjusts to change or ambiguity with composure to meet 
mission objectives


Performance Statement: Learning a Primary Care Team member tested COVID positive, MSgt Bailey
responded professionally with appropriate action adjusting the daily schedule and created a new plan
ensuring team coverage. 


Independently adjusts to change or ambiguity with
composure; empowers others to implement changes to meet
mission objectives


Performance Statement: MSgt Bailey learned a Primary Care Team member tested COVID positive and,
without prompting, empowered a SSgt as Team leader deciding on adjustments, ensuring team coverage
and mission accomplishment. 


Performance Statement: When a Primary Care Team member tested COVID positive, MSgt Bailey
independently acted to empower a SSgt as Team lead ensuring coverage, mentoring them to create/brief
new plans to Medical Group for process improvement.


REMEMBER: Leaders and subordinates jointly discuss and develop a shared understanding of what
each ALQ and proficiency level looks like for them in their specific position and context; this will help
the member generate their own examples of how their performance reflect a particular level, creating
an opportunity to discuss examples specific to the duty center, the individual, and their level of
responsibility.


Your effort to understand and enact the Air Force’s new performance management system, based on
the ALQs along with narrative-style Performance Statements has the potential to more deliberately
develop our Airmen and as such the future of our Total Force.


TAKE AWAY


NEEDS
IMPROVEMENT


Needs further growth to enhance understanding and/or
performance.


Performance Statement: MSgt Bailey learned a Primary Care Team member tested COVID positive, and,
after being prompted, notified her Flight Commander at morning huddle, while waiting for direction on
future actions to take.
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Verbs by Topic

		11				Desired Topic		Active Verb		Word Length
Number of Characters		Abbreviation		Abbr Length
Number of Characters

				1		Led a Team		AUTHORIZED		10		0		 

				2		Energized a team, a project or program		AUDITED		7		0		 

				3		Managed a Project 		BLOCKED		7		0		 

				4		Envisioned and Brought to Life a Project		DELEGATED		9		0		 

				5		Changed or Improved Something		DISPATCHED		10		0		 

				6		Brought in Partners, Funding, or Resources		ENFORCED		8		0		 

				7		Supported Customers 		ENSURED		7		0		 

				8		Provided Logistical Support		INSPECTED		9		insp'd		6

				9		Saved Time or Money		ITEMIZED		8		0		 

				10		Wrote or Communicated		MONITORED		9		0		 

				11		Oversaw or Regulated 		SCREENED		8		0		 

				12		Achieved Something		SCRUTINIZED		11		0		 

				13		Were a Research Machine 		SURVEYED		8		0		 

				14		Increased Efficiency, Sales, Revenue, or Customer Satisfaction		VALIDATED		9		val'd		5

				15		Made something Stronger		VERIFIED		8		vrf'd		5

				16		Coordinated		0		 		0		 

				17		Guided		0		 		0		 

				18		Earned or received something				 				 

				19		Reduced as in Saving time/money				 				 

				20		Bested something				 				 

				21		Doing				 				 

				22		Completed Classes/Courses/Degree				 				 

				23		Volunteer efforts				 				 

				24		Prevented something from happening				 				 

				25						 				 

				26						 				 

				27						 				 

				28						 				 

				29						 				 

				30						 				 

				31						 				 

				32						 				 

				33						 				 

				34						 				 

				35						 				 

				36						 				 

				37						 				 

				38						 				 

				39						 				 



Select a Topic



Action Verbs

		How many characters do you need to fill?						6



		Accelerated				Authored				Clarified				Co-operated				Disclosed				Equipped		Equip'd		Furthered				Installed				Mechanized				Performed				Received		Rcv'd		Revealed				Standardized				Translated

		Accommodated				Authorized				Classified				Coordinated		Coord'd		Discovered				Eradicated				Fused				Instigated				Mediated				Persuaded				Recognized		Recog'd		Reviewed		Rvw'd		Started				Transmitted

		Accomplished				Automated				Clinched				Copied				Discriminated				Escalated				Gained				Instilled				Mentored 				Photographed				Recommend				Revised				Steered				Transported

		Accumulated				Averaged		Avg'd		Coached				Corrected				Discussed				Established		Est'd		Garnered				Instituted				Merged				Piloted				Recommended				Revitalized				Stimulated				Transposed

		Achieved				Averted				Co-Authored				Correlated				Dispatched				Estimated				Gathered				Instructed				Methodized				Pinpointed				Refocused				Revived				Stood-up				Traveled

		Acquired				Awarded		Awd'd		Coded				Corresponded				Dispensed				Evaluated		Eval'd		Gauged				Insured				Minimized				Pioneered				Restructured				Rewrote				Straightened				Treated

		Acted				Balanced				Collaborated				Counseled				Dispersed				Examined				Generated				Integrated				Mitigated				Planned				Reconciled				Routed				Strategized				Tripled

		Activated				Bargained				Collated				Counselled				Displayed				Exceeded				Governed				Interacted				Mobilized				Powered		Pwr'd		Recorded		Rec'd		Salvaged				Streamlined				Troubleshot

		Adapted				Battled				Collected				Crafted				Dissected				Excelled				Graded				Interfaced				Modeled				Practiced				Recreated				Sampled				Strengthened				Tutored

		Added				Beat				Combined				Created				Disseminated				Exchanged				Graduated		Grad'd		Interpreted				Modelled				Precluded				Recruited				Saved				Structured				Uncovered

		Addressed				Began				Comforted				Critiqued				Distinguished				Executed				Granted				Intervened				Moderated				Predicted				Rectified				Scanned				Studied				Underscored

		Adjusted				Benefited				Commanded		Cmd'd		Cultivated				Distributed				Exercised		Exer'd		Grappled				Interviewed				Modernized				Prepared		Prep'd		Redeemed				Scheduled		Sched'd		Styled				Undertook

		Administered		Admin'd		Bested				Commenced				Customized				Diversified				Exhibited				Greased				Introduced				Modified				Prescribed				Redesigned				Screened				Submitted				Unified

		Advanced		Adv'd		Blocked				Commended				Cut				Documented		Doc'd		Expanded				Greeted				Invented				Molded				Presented				Reduced				Scripted				Substantiated				United

		Advertised				Bolstered				Crushed				Dazzled				Dominated				Expedited				Groomed				Inventoried				Monitored				Preserved				Recovered				Scrutinized				Substituted				Unveiled

		Advised				Bombarded				Committed				Dealt with				Doubled				Experimented				Grouped				Investigated				Motivated				Presided				Reenergized				Searched				Suggested				Updated		Upd'd

		Advocated				Boosted				Communicated				Debated				Drafted				Explained				Guided				Involved				Moved				Pressed				Referred				Secured		Sec'd		Summarized				Upgraded

		Afforded				Bought				Compared				Debugged				dramatized				Explored				Hailed				Joined				Multiplied				Prevented				Refined				Segmented				Supervised		Supv'd		Upheld

		Aided				Bridged				Competed				Decentralized				Drew				Expressed				Handled				Judged				Nailed				Primed				Registered				Seized				Supplied				Succeeded

		Aligned				Briefed		Brf'd		Compiled				Decided				Drove				Extended				Handpicked				Justified				Narrated				Printed				Regulated				Selected		Sel'd		Supported		Spt'd		Used

		Alleviated				Broadened				Completed				Decreased		Dcrs'd		Earned				Extracted				Headed				Labelled				Navigated				Prioritized				Rehabilitated				Served				Surged				Utilized

		Allocated				Budgeted				Composed				Dedicated				Eased				Extrapolated				Helped				Launched				Negotiated				Probed				Reinforced				Serviced				Surpassed				Validated		Val'd

		Amassed				Built				Computed				Deduced				Edited				Fabricated				Highlighted				Learned				Netted				Processed				Rejected				Set goals				Surveyed				Valued

		Amended				Calculated				Conceived				Deducted				Educated				Facilitated		Never………………………….		Hired				Lectured				Networked		Ntwk'd		Procured				Related				Set up				Sustained				Verified		Vrf'd

		Amplified				Calibrated				Conceptualized				Defended				Effected				Familiarized				Honed				Led				Notified				Produced				Released				Settled				Symbolized				Vetted

		Analyzed				Campaigned 				Conciliated				Deferred				Elected				Fashioned				Honored				Legitimized				Nursed				Programmed				Relieved				Shaped				Synchronized		Sync'd		Viewed

		Anchored				Canvassed				Concluded				Defined				Elevated				Fielded				Hosted				Lessened				Nurtured				Projected				Remitted				Shared				Synthesized				Visited

		Annotated				Capitalized				Condensed				Deflected				Elicited				Filed				Identified		ID'd		Liaised				Observed				Promoted				Remodeled				Shattered				Systematized				Visualized

		Answered				Captivated				Conducted				Delegated				Eliminated		Elim'd		Filled				Ignited				Liberated				Obtained				Propelled				Rendered				Showcased				Tabulated				Vitalized

		Anticipated				Captured				Conferred				Delivered				Emphasized				Filtered				Illustrated				Licensed				Officiated				Proposed				Renegotiated				Showed				Tackled				Voiced

		Applied				Cared for				Confirmed				Delved				Employed				Finalized				Imparted				Lifted				Offset				Protected				Renewed				Simplified				Tailed				Volunteered		Vol'd

		Appointed				Cataloged				Confronted				Demolished				Emulated				Financed				Implemented				Lightened				Operated				Proved				Reorganized		Reorg'd		Simulated				Tamed				Weighed

		Appraised				Catalogue				Connected				Demonstrated		Demo		Enabled				Fine-tuned				Itemized				Linked				Orchestrated				Provided				Repaired				Sketched				Targeted		Tgt'd		Widened

		Approved				Catalogued				Conquered				Depicted				Encouraged				Finished				Imported				Liquidated				Ordered				Publicized				Replaced				Skyrocketed				Taught				Withdrew

		Arbitrated				Catapulted				Conserved				Deployed				Endeavored				Fixed				Imposed				Listed				Organized		Org'd		Published				Reported				Slashed				Tended				Witnessed

		Arranged				Categorized				Considered				Depreciated				Endured				Focused				Improved				Listened				Orientated				Purchased				Represented				Smashed				Terminated				Won

		Articulated				Catered				Consolidated				Derived				Energized				Forecasted				Improvised				Litigated				Oriented				Pursued				Reproduced				Sold				Tested				Wrote

		Ascertained				Caused				Constructed				Described				Enforced				Forged				Included				Lobbied				Originated				Qualified		Qual'd		Required				Solicited				Theorized				Xeroxed

		Aspired				Cemented				Consulted				Designed				Engaged				Formilized				Incorporated				Localized				Outlined				Quantified				Rescued				Solidified				Thwarted				Yielded

		Assembled				Centralized				Contacted				Detailed				Engineered		Eng'd		Formed				Increased		Incr'd		Located				Outpaced				Questioned				Researched				Solved				Tightened				Zapped

		Asserted				Chaired				Continued				Detected				Enhanced				Formulated				Indexed				Logged				Outperformed				Quoted				Reserved				Sorted				Timed				Zeroed in

		Assessed				Championed				Contracted				Determined				Enlarged				Fortified				Individualized				Maintained				Outshined				Raised				Reshaped				Sought				Topped				Zipped

		Assigned				Changed				Contributed				Developed		Dvlp'd		Enlightened				Forwarded				Influenced				Managed		Mng'd		Overcame				Ran				Resolved				Sourced				Toured				Zoned off

		Assisted				Channeled				Controlled				Devised				Enlisted		Enl		Fostered				Informed				Manufactured				Overhauled				Ranked				Respond				Sparked				Traced				Zoomed in

		Assumed				Charged				Convened				Devoted				Enriched				Founded				Infused				Mapped				Oversaw				Rated				Responded				Speaked				Tracked				Zoomed out

		Attained				Charted				Converted				Diagnosed				Ensured				Framed				Initiated				Marketed				Packaged		Pkg'd		Reached				Restored				Spearheaded				Traded				Trumped

		Attended				Check in				Conveyed				Diagramed				Entered				Freed				Innovated				Mastered				Participated				Read				Restricted				Specialized				Trained		Trnd

		Attracted				Check out				Convinced				Differentiated				Entertained				Fueled				Inquired				Masterminded				Partnered				Reaped				Retained				Specified				Transcribed

		Audited				Checked				Convoked				Directed		Dir'd		Enumerate				Funded				Inspected		Insp'd		Maximized				Perceived				Reasoned				Retrieved				Spoke				Transferred

		Augmented				Choreographed				Cooperated				Discharged				Envisioned				Furnished				Inspired				Measured				Perfected				Recalled				Revamped				Staged				Transformed













































































































































Sheet2

		Energized a team, a project or program		Led a Team		Envisioned and Brought to Life a Project		Changed or Improved Something		Managed a Project 		Brought in Partners, Funding, or Resources		Supported Customers 		Saved Time or Money		Wrote or Communicated		Oversaw or Regulated 		Achieved Something		Were a Research Machine 		Increased Efficiency, Sales, Revenue, or Customer Satisfaction		Made something Stronger		Coordinated		Guided		Earned or received something		Reduced as in Saving time/money		Bested something		Doing		Provided Logistical Support		Completed Classes/Courses/Degree		Volunteer efforts		Prevented something from happening
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